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EDITOR’S COMMENT

Is a millennial
focus correct?
The long-term backers of Made.com
look set to get their rewards, but is
its customer concentration right?
It seems we are in a period where if your online operation is
eye-catching, investors are happy to pay what many would see
as over the odds. Such is the clamour for online investment.
This has come at exactly the right time for Made.com. It has
never made a penny in 11 years but could be valued at £1bn
when it floats on the stock market. It has racked up losses of
close to £40m but profitability does appear to be on the
horizon. And it has plans to make double-digit margins on
£1.2bn of sales by 2025 as it expands outwith Europe.
For context, Dunelm is valued at about £3.2bn, with profits
expected to be close to £150m for the past year despite
lockdowns, and Next is just over £10bn and expects to make
£720m. Made.com’s investors have played the long game and
look set to get their rewards.
‘The furniture and homeware market stands at an inflection
point of ecommerce adoption, with significant further upside
potential given the secular shift to online. The market is further
bolstered by a number of consumer trends reshaping the
space: shifting demographics, increased focus on product
sustainability, rise in remote working, and growing brand
awareness driven by high social media engagement, among
others,’ says Made.com. That’s hard to disagree with but
focusing on ‘millennials entering their core home formation
years’ could be more problematic, given that a large chunk of
them – at least in the UK – are more concerned about paying
the rent than a mortgage.
The death of Geert Vanden Bossche at the far too early age
of 59 has robbed his family, friends and the industry of one of
the nicest and most professional people you could ever hope to
meet. As Lord Harris put it: ‘He’ll be greatly missed.’
Many thanks to those of you who have already voted in the
Interiors Monthly Awards 2021. To follow their example, visit our
website and download the voting form. The choice of winners
is entirely up to you: there are no pre-selected finalists.
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NEWS

Made sees sales jump
as it moves towards IPO
Made.com saw sales jump from £58.1m to £82.4m in the first
quarter of the year as it prepares a stock market flotation.
The IPO could see it valued at up to £1bn. Quarterly
operating losses fell from £6.6m to £1.4m. Since its
foundation in 2010 it has lost £39.9m.
The company revealed that in the quarter it had 586,000
active UK customers, up from 415,000, and 579,000 in
Continental Europe, up from 414,000.
Half of UK customers were repeat customers – up from
44% in 2018 – along with 34% of Continental European
customers.
Average order value in the UK increased from £220 to
£235 in the UK and from £214 to £236 in Continental Europe
during the quarter. In 2020 UK customers placed an average
of 1.37 orders compared with 1.24 in Continental Europe.
Non-furniture sales – lighting, textiles, home accessories,
kitchen and dining accessories, outdoor and leisure –
continued to increase and now make up 28% of sales, a rise

from a quarter in Q1 2020 and a fifth in 2018. It is targeting
growing this sector to become ‘the go-to destination for
design-led home lifestyle products’.
The company says it wants sales to reach £1.2bn by the
end of 2025, with adjusted EBITDA margins in the low teens.
It will also expand outside Europe by 2023.
‘Made.com has been revolutionising the home and living
sector for the last 11 years. Founded in the UK, it is now the
leading digitally native lifestyle brand in a sector that is
shifting steadily online. The business is powered by a
technology platform that connects independent designers
and makers, allowing us to develop our exclusive product
offering. The business is fast-growing and we have
demonstrated the capacity of our brand and customer
proposition to travel well. Around half of our sales are
outside of the UK and we are aiming to be the leading home
destination in Europe for the digital native,’ says Philippe
Chainieux, Made.com ceo.

Geert Vanden Bossche dies aged 59 Store re-openings: sales soar
Geert Vanden Bossche, longserving Balta Group marketing
director, died on 20 May. He
was 59.
‘It is with great sadness that
the Balta team advises you of
the death of its much loved and
respected friend and colleague
Geert Vanden Bossche. Geert
has been ill for over a year
battling cancer and he passed
away with his wife Carine, their
three sons and their family at
his side’, says the group.
‘Geert was a passionate
professional and a true
Vanden Bossche is pictured with Joanne Paull, Interiors Monthly
gentleman who enjoyed life.
director receiving Balta’s record-breaking award in 2019
He was great to work with and
says Duncan Buchanan, former Balta
will be greatly missed. We are sure that
Group sales director UK. ‘In 1989 when
those who had the pleasure of knowing
we first met at Balta, we forged a great
him will share our heartfelt sympathies
relationship socially and professionally.
for his loved ones at this sad time.’
He helped me immensely in my career
He had been Balta Group marketing
and life and this I will never forget.
director since 1984, before becoming
‘His hard work ethic rubbed off on
director of corporate affairs in September.
me and all our colleagues at Balta and I
‘Geert was a `good man who knew his
know for sure we were all the better for
business inside out. He’ll be missed,’ says
knowing Geert. He was a deeply popular
Lord Harris, Carpetright founder.
character and was loved by all clients
‘Geert was a good man but an even
and colleagues throughout his life.’
greater friend to me for over 30 years,’
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Furniture and flooring sales leapt above
pre-pandemic levels last month.
Initial figures from the Office for
National Statistics show furniture and
lighting sales were 20.6% higher in April
in Great Britain than in April 2019.
Average weekly sales rose to £308.33m,
compared with £280.46m in April 2019
and £61.41m in April 2020.
Flooring sales were 45.5% higher than
April 2019. Average weekly sales were
£41.97m, compared with £28.84m in
April 2019 and £7.3m in April 2020.

Green target
Upholstery chain Sofas & Stuff has set
itself the target of using the equivalent
of 1 million recycled plastic bottles in its
products this year.
The company has co-operated with
plastic collection company Plastic Bank
and fibre manufacturer Advansa to offer
shoppers the choice of Quallofil Blue Eco
fibres as filling. It says 5,000 Quallofil Blue
Eco filled cushions will use the plastic
from 1 million bottles.
It has also partnered with waste
recycling company Clearabee offering
same-day furniture collection, with 95%
of customers’ old furniture recycled.

Train with us
At the Karndean Designflooring Training Academy we have courses
and workshops for fitters of all abilities, whether you’re aiming to
improve your basic skills or looking to learn more sophisticated
floor laying techniques.

The perfect fit
Our 3-day fitting courses cover
floor preparation and installation of
all Karndean flooring formats.
We also offer one-day workshops for
an intensive guide to the preparation
and installation of floating floors, Heritage
Collection installation and the creation of
bespoke motifs and designs.
Discover more at karndean.com/training

To book any of our training courses, workshops or for general enquiries,
please phone 01386 820170 or email training@karndean.co.uk

KD6117UK_Training Academy Advert.indd 1
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IS THE ESSENTIAL
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COVERS ALL YOUR
CARPET NEEDS.
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ANIMO

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED

THE FUNDAMENTALS® CARPET COLLECTION BY AW: ESSENTIAL TO YOUR HOME

FUNDAMENTALS® is the must-have brand for your store - you might say it’s fundamental.
WITH JUST 6 RANGES, YOU’LL COVER THE CARPET WISHES OF ANY CUSTOMER:
colours, neutrals & design, plains & heathers, made with polypropylene & polyamide.
The great variation caters to all style demands and the collection comes with WEAR &
STAIN WARRANTIES that guarantee DURABILITY and EASY MAINTENANCE.
The graphic style is truly unseen in the carpet business: sleek, striking and modern with a
touch of sci-fi. This makes FUNDAMENTALS® into an instore show-stopper, appealing to all
types of customers.

Share your Fundamentals
#carpetyourlife
fundamentals-carpet.co.uk
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NEWS

Dunelm expects
profits to leap
Dunelm has told shareholders it expects profits to be up to £24m more than
previously forecast thanks to a surge in sales.
Sales in the seven weeks since 28 March are 59% higher than in 2019.
‘Sales growth has been very strong since the majority of our stores re-opened
on 12 April and we continue
to see good digital growth
from our home delivery and
click & collect channels. This
high sales growth reflects the
strength of our customer
proposition and a variety
of other factors including
pent-up demand following
the extended store closure
period, a buoyant homewares
market and some benefit
Dunelm says several factors have contributed to growth
from the unseasonably cold
weather. In the five weeks since
our stores re-opened, we have performed significantly ahead of the market,’ it says.
‘As a result of this recent performance, the board expects full year profit before
tax will be significantly ahead of the latest range of analysts’ expectations [of
£128m–£134m]. Whilst there is still some uncertainty in the short-term outlook, we
anticipate FY21 PBT will be in excess of £148m.’

Bonham Carter stars in Sofology campaign

The Sofology campaign began last month on ITV,
C4 and C5 and is expected to continue for a year
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Helena Bonham Carter is starring in
Sofology’s latest ‘Bring Imagination to
Life’ advertising campaign.
The BAFTA-winning actress is seen
taking a journey through her home
while musing on everyday creativity,
imagination and the style decisions
that define us as individuals.
‘As an actress, I make my living
using my imagination – pretending to
be other people. But even when not
acting, I try to live my daily life with
imagination, otherwise it can be so
boring.
‘When we are children, our
imagination is in full flow and I think,
sometimes, as adults we let it atrophy,
we forget to play and have fun, and
we give up on dreams.
‘The campaign is an appeal to have
fun and express the imagination that
is unique to you – however different
and bonkers we are. Why should
make-believe belong just to children?’
says the actress.

Hempel snaps up
Farrow & Ball
Luxury paint and wallpaper company
Farrow & Ball has been bought by
Danish coatings manufacturer Hempel.
Hempel bought Farrow & Ball from
American private equity group Ares
Management, which is understood
to have paid £275m for the company
in 2014. The Financial Times reported
the Hempel deal at €500m.
Hempel said its aim was to take
Farrow & Ball global as part of its
effort to double sales to €3bn by 2025.

GoodWeave milestone
Rug production welfare organisation
GoodWeave International has seen
membership top 175, with Niki Jones
the latest company to join.
The Scottish company is the latest
to commit to child-labour-free supply
chains for its handcrafted rugs, and
is the seventh in the past year. It joins
GoodWeave’s first Japanese partner,
Jensin Okunishi Studio, Australia’s
Upcycle Studio and Rugs for Good,
Mulberi from New Zealand and, from
the US, Ma Wovens and Casa Amarosa.
Rugs or home textiles carrying the
GoodWeave certification label mean
that no child labour or forced or
bonded labour was used in making
the products. Purchases also support
programmes that educate children
and ensure decent work for adults.

Bed deal
Protect-A-Bed parent SureFit Home
Décor Group has been bought by
Hollander Sleep Products, one of
North America’s leading bedding
product manufacturers.
Its owned and licensed brands
include Beautyrest, Calvin Klein, Chaps,
Great Sleep, Healthy Home, I AM, Live
Comfortably, Pacific Coast Feather,
Ralph Lauren and Restful Nights.
‘This creates an exciting opportunity
for the new Hollander Sleep & Décor
organisation, ultimately forming an
all-encompassing solutions provider
with a dedicated focus on innovation
and quality,’ says Paul Lake, Protect-ABed national sales manager.
‘We cannot wait to show our UK
partners these exciting new product
ranges and brands.’

YOUR 2021

SUCCESS STRATEGY?
5 ESSENTIAL WAYS TO MAXIMISE
YOUR SALES AND PROFIT
● ADVERTISING – Most advertising does not work very
well. If yours isn’t, stop wasting your money now. Don’t
blame the media, blame your message. Re-design your
advertising in a benefits-orientated-style. Call Greenwood
for effective copywriting know-how.
● PRODUCTS – Be ruthless with your precious floor
space. If a product or collection isn’t performing after
being given a fair trial, then clear it and replace it with a
faster selling line. Test and measure the selling potential of
all your products in a Greenwood Sale.
● SELLING SKILLS – Get good at selling. Most retailers
don’t employ a proper retail sales process for big ticket
goods. The most successful ones do. Invest time and money
in quality sales know-how. Call Greenwood to arrange an
effective sales training course for your team.
● COMPETITION – Check your competition to find out
what they are offering. Avoid all-out price wars. Outperform your competition on the most relevant beneficial
points including choice, quality, value and service. Call
Greenwood to mystery shop your competitors.
● PROMOTION – Promote your business effectively. Every
good retailer from Aldi to Harrod’s does. Consider using a
‘Greenwood’ sales promotion to boost sales, turn stock into
cash and win future market share, while protecting your
profit at the same time. Call Greenwood Today!

FIND OUT MORE
ABOUT GREENWOOD SALES...
Take a look at our website or call us now on
01565 650101, or, send an e mail enquiry, and we’ll gladly
call you to discuss the exciting possibilities we can offer
you, without obligation.
We are now booking Greenwood Sales right across the UK
and Ireland from Summer 2021 on a first come first served
basis. Don’t miss out – call us today to arrange your FREE
no-obligation survey and quote.

Smash All Your Sales Records!
Call Bernard Eaton or Donald Currie
on 01565 650101

Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion
sales@greenwoodretail.com

www.greenwoodretail.com

NEWS

Victoria looks to artificial
grass market with Edel deal
Victoria has again raided its acquisition war chest, spending
£60m on Edel Group to boost its artificial grass business.
Edel becomes its third artificial grass subsidiary after
the 2017 purchases of Avalon and GrassInc. The group has
paid £42.9m for Edel and taken on its £17.4m of debt.
In 2020 Edel generated EBITDA of £8.7m from sales of
£41.1m, a rise of 7.4% as demand for artificial grass grew
during the pandemic.
Victoria says European demand for artificial grass will
grow by more than 10% a year over by the end of 2023.
Edel’s acquisition will allow Victoria to move about
4million sqm of annual production to Edel’s manufacturing
plants, increasing its margin.
‘Both Edel and Victoria have extensive but largely
non-overlapping distribution networks across Europe, and

the directors believe there is a real opportunity to grow
the combined revenues by collaboration on sales and
distribution,’ says the company.
‘The increased scale of the integrated business will
reduce raw material costs and improve productivity at the
factories, with a consequential improvement in operating
margin,’ it adds.
‘Victoria has, so far this financial year, invested a little
over £90m to add approximately £17m of EBITDA to the
group. We continue to have substantial amounts of capital
to deploy and are in active discussions with additional
high-quality opportunities to grow our business. Therefore,
shareholders can expect further acquisitions in the
weeks and months ahead,’ says Geoff Wilding, Victoria
executive chairman.

Mattress replacement cycle accelerates
The pandemic has seen
consumers replace their
mattresses at the quickest
ever rate. The National Bed
Federation’s (NBF) latest
consumer research found that
the average age of mattresses
being replaced was 6.6 years –
the lowest since NBF research
began in 2015.
Three-quarters of mattresses
are being replaced in less than
10 years (against 69% a year
ago), with 42% of mattresses
being replaced in less than
five years (up from 32%).

Among the under-35s, 61%
said they had replaced their
mattress in less than five years.
The number of people
buying a mattress topper rose
from 16% to 20%.
Unsurprisingly, lockdown
saw sales move online – the
survey is based on a sample
of 500 people who had
purchased a bed or mattress
between October 2020 and
April 2021. Spending in-store
halved to 21% while online
sales rose from 55% to 73%.
However, 60% said that they

would prefer to return to
shopping in-store for their
next mattress.
Comfort remained the
most important factor in the
purchasing decision for 70%
of respondents, followed by
price (57%) and reviews from
other customers (37%).
Fewer had their old mattress
taken away by the company
delivering the new one,
although 83% said if they’d
known it was being recycled
that would have influenced
their decision.

Up… and away
Paula Nickolds, former John Lewis
md, is to take charge of Argos and
Habitat in the summer, becoming
Sainsbury’s general merchandise
and clothing commercial director
in June. She will oversee the two
retailers and the Tu clothing brand,
which have combined sales of £7.8bn.
Nickolds became the chain’s
first woman md in 2017 but left in
February 2020 after a profits warning.
Since then, the chain has announced
large-scale store closures and attempts
to find new revenue streams.
Martin Stevens, Alternative Flooring
sales director is to retire after
12 years at the company and three
years in the role. He will remain
until a successor is appointed.

Championing a good night’s sleep
Sleepeezee has renewed its brand ambassador partnership
with Olympic gold medallist and three-time world champion
heptathlete Dame Jessica Ennis-Hill.
‘Whether I’m exercising, doing the school run or at work,
I know that sleep needs to be prioritised to ensure I am in
the best shape possible to take on all of the many challenges
of everyday life. The quality and craftsmanship of the
mattress is the foundation of that all-important rest and
recovery, which is why I am really proud to be Sleepeezee’s
ambassador and to work with it to help promote the benefits
of a good night’s sleep. I am also delighted to have my very
own mattress – the Jessica,’ says Ennis-Hill.
She will feature in the bed manufacturer’s latest ‘Leave the
rest to us’ campaign.
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WATCH T HE F I L M
AND DISCOV E R
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Always a trailblazer when it comes to
branding, Associated Weavers reinvents
the in-store display & brings an experience
unseen in the flooring business. With
traditional samples and an intuitive
digital module, Invictus® luxury vinyl
flooring invites the customer on a fun-todo purchasing journey.
Share your Invictus
#invictuscarpetflooring

GREAT FLOORING • INVINCIBLE PERFORMANCE

A UK brand
since 1964
www.invictus.co.uk
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NEW PRODUCTS

4
1

2
5
3

1 Abingdon Flooring has launched its
trade portal, bringing retail customers
access to real-time stock levels, account
management, orders and progress tracking.
Live stock updates allow consumers to
make an informed choice about their
carpet or cushion vinyl flooring, enabling
retailers to manage availability expectations
at the point of sale.
Visit: www.abingdonflooring.co.uk
2 With Louis de Poortere’s new Richelieu
Classic runner programme, homeowners
can mix and match to create the runner of
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their dreams. The bordered design is
available in any combination of two colours
from a total of 144 options – with 20,500
possible colour variations – and in four
widths: 60cm, 70cm, 90cm and 120cm.
Visit: www.louisdepoortere.com
3 The new Ocean+ collection is the latest
of BerryAlloc’s laminate ranges to feature
its Hydro+ technology with a watertight
seal at plank edges. BerryAlloc also delivers
a floor to be enjoyed throughout the home
with Eternity and Eternity Long.
Visit: www.berryalloc.com

4 Jan Kath has introduced cushions in
four sizes from 40cm x 40cm to 1m x 2m
based on its rug designs. Woven from
hand-spun wool, Nepalese nettle and
silk, the cushions are filled with handtwisted raw cotton.
Visit: www.jan-kath.com
5 Diabla has added to its Plisy lamps
with a 117cm height version, Plisy Up.
It features a rechargeable LED that lasts
at least five hours, and is available in a
choice of seven colours.

Visit: www.diablaoutdoor.com

Four bar Hexham
This variant to the established
eight bar Hexham spindle aims to
give a cleaner, more contemporary
look yet remains also able to cross
over into traditional. A winner with
painters.

Hexham Eight bar
Our highly popular eight bar back
plain spindle back chair is where
modern meets the best of Victorian
simple. Equally at home in town or
country dining settings. Available in
beech or oak.

Hoop back

Windsor Hoop Carver

An enormously popular and
stylish hoop back with elegant
good looks and features, robust
enough even for contract. This
is a quality beech chair that fits
many bills.

We have taken a classic Georgian
style an adapted it for modern
living. The ageless lines evoke
their traditional background but
also harness a more modern edge.
Great as a stand-alone chair in its
own right or a carver complement
to our hoop or Hexham’s.

NEW PRODUCTS

6

6 Hardwearing, water-resistant and renovation-friendly,
Moduleo LayRed EIR Sierra Oak 58847 is part of the
new Moduleo LayRed Woods collection. The subtle
grained flooring now comes complete with an
enhanced protective layer and the style promises to
create an environment where inspiration and durability
are inseparable.
Visit: www.moduleo.co.uk

7

8

7 BerryAlloc’s Ocean+ Beach House display is a lit
structure centred around three toaster racks that display
the collection’s 30 decors, as well as an additional
module showing the two plank sizes and plank thickness.
The unit comes with a range of additional features, from
a surfboard carrying the collection’s main USPs to a
lounge chair to create a summer vibe all year round.
Visit: www.berryalloc.com
8 Through the Quick-Step Master Installer
programme, the Academy for Excellence in Flooring
is the UK’s only training centre to provide access to
a lifetime manufacturer-backed warranty on
workmanship. For many homeowners considering
an investment floor, the worry is not the product but
who they will get to install it: in the face of a minefield
of recommendations, online reviews and trader
websites, the warranty is invaluable reassurance.
Visit: www.quick-step-academy.co.uk
9 Savvy installers are turning to the legendary
Floorwise Diamond Gripper to do the job in a single,
fuss-free pass. With 20% more pins than basic gripper
and more nails for extra stability, it’s a combination that
doesn’t let go easily. The Diamond long-pin option
holds even the deepest Saxony pile and takes powerstretched installations in its stride.
Visit: www.floorwise.co.uk
10 Divided between florals, tartans, checks and hessian
effects, Abingdon Flooring’s StainFree Wilton uses a
palette of elegant blues, greys and naturals perfectly in
balance with today’s decorating schemes. One lectern
contains modern plaids, while the other celebrates the
elegance of the collection’s floral and damask designs.
Visit: www.abingdonflooring.co.uk
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Luxuria Velvet
Luxuria, the new flagship brand for the ‘best of the
best’ ranges from Victoria is certainly unlike anything
else in our portfolio.

Our Luxuria Velvet is made up of a kaleidoscope of 36
colours and is a carpet that makes you want to take
your shoes off and sink your toes into the luscious deep
6.6 nylon cut pile. Boasting a de-lustered finish and a
20-year wear warranty the range is available on
bespoke unitary. To find out more contact the sales
office on 01562 749300.

Feeling is believing
MyVictoria.co.uk

SERVICE

Richard Renouf

Understand?

Listening is vital – on both sides of the
customer/retailer relationship
The instructions were brief: ‘The customer
has had a couple of inspection visits from
our installers, but they haven’t reported
any issues back to us.’ I wasn’t sure
whether that meant they hadn’t found
any, or that they hadn’t bothered to
report back. I’m used to clients not giving
me any pointers so that they get my
objective assessment, but this was a first.
The customer was waiting on her
doorstep when I drove down the grass
track to her remote cottage, and she
signalled for me to park on her ‘driveway’
so I didn’t block the road for any intrepid
explorers who might be passing.
An hour later, after interrupting her
several times to focus on the information
I needed, I still only had a list of three
items that were upsetting her: she didn’t
want a black sink, she wanted a smooth
worktop and not the grainy, squareedged worktop she had received, and
the tiling wasn’t finished. It was another
40 minutes before she finally agreed that
this was the sum total of her grievances.
And I still hadn't seen the kitchen.
She took me through the conservatory
rather than the house. Two full lengths

The customer got the sink she wanted
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of worktop were leaning against the
outside of the kitchen wall.
‘What are they?’ I asked.
‘They’re the replacement worktops
that the installer told me would be too
disruptive to fit,’ she said. ‘But they
haven’t taken them away.’
In the kitchen, her sink was stainless
steel. ‘I thought it was black?’ I said.
‘No, they replaced the black one –
that’s all sorted. But look at the tiles.’
She waved her hand towards the tiles
between the worktops and wall units,
and then across to the adjacent wall area
and window reveal which hadn’t been
tiled. ‘The pictures show tiles from floor
to ceiling, but they’re saying that’s just
what the computer does and doesn’t
mean I get fully tiled walls.’
The lady was not an easy person to
spend time with. She rambled and
digressed, with such constancy it was
hard to interrupt. Fortunately her ailing
husband called for her from the front
room and I was able to check the kitchen
and get the information I needed. As I
left, she was so grateful I’d been willing
to listen and to take her issues seriously.

I’ve just finished drafting her kitchen
report to go to the retailer. The sink is
now the sink she wanted and not the
sink that was on the order form. The
worktops are the ones she ordered, but
not the ones she expected. The retailer
has supplied ones she likes, but the fitter
persuaded her it would be too much
hassle to swap them. She thought he
meant too much hassle for her, but he
was clearly the one who didn’t want the
inconvenience of doing the job.
The tiles? I measured the tiled areas
and they were within 10% of the amount
quoted in the order – enough for a
wastage allowance. She had got what
was on the order, but had not been
helped to understand the details. Then
the installers who had been sent to help
had taken shortcuts and the full story
had not got back to the retailer.
This week I tried to cancel my
broadband due to moving home. The
provider was clearly very familiar with
the latest technology, but wouldn’t let it
be used for such a negative request. No,
I couldn’t cancel online, I had to call a
number with a waiting time so long I had
to try five times, and when I complained
to the call handler he blamed Covid-19
and related staff shortages. A comms
company that has enabled millions to
work from home that doesn’t use its own
technology? I won’t be connecting with
it again.
The kitchen retailer? It had the
knowledge to ensure its customer got
what she wanted and knew what she’d
get. We all have this knowledge, whatever
field we work in. But sometimes
communication requires patience and
persistence. How committed are we to
listening and communicating?
Visit: www.richard-renouf.com
Richard Renouf is an independent
furnishings consultant

EXPERIENCES

The new world
Business is strong, and staff have again responded, says our correspondent
THE RETAILER
Fludes Carpets
May has been a strong follow-on to April.
Business enquiries have been very good
in terms of both the amount and the
quality we are seeing. The second week
was particularly good as customers made
quick decisions on the quotations we had
provided earlier in the month.
With the increase in sales, we are finding
difficulty in getting work done promptly,
with lead times of almost four weeks in
carpet and vinyl and about six weeks in
laminate, LVT and wood. While most of
our customers are happy to accept longer
periods of waiting to get their new flooring,
some have deadlines of moving house,
which means we face either not getting
the job or having to fit a whole house
around existing carpets and furniture.
When we chatted with the managers
and sales teams, we suggested that when
a customer asks: ‘How quickly can you fit
the flooring?’ they ask in reply: ‘When do
you need the flooring fitted?’ Sometimes
the answer is an unexpected ‘About six to
eight weeks.’ So asking the right question
will often give you a better outcome.
Also, having a longer lead time means

that we can offer to hold a fitting date for
the customer, increasing the likelihood
of us getting the order. It seems odd that
most people expect to have a new carpet in
two to three weeks, while they are happy to
wait for up to 10 weeks for a sofa.
Often getting an order is where the
problems start – getting the goods from
suppliers is not as easy as it was. Stock
levels, delivery reliability and the fact that
many suppliers’ sales and order processing
teams are working from home can add to
delays. We are seeing a strong increase in
footfall and as we’re spending longer on
admin, it’s hard to get to everyone quickly.
In the past month we have seen some of
the representatives returning. In general,
this is just to reconnect with stores rather
than launching new product. It is good to
have them back in circulation – although
many must be getting their ears burned
with calls chasing orders and asking about
stock availability!
Another logistical problem we have is
staff holiday. We did not ask our staff to
take holiday when they were furloughed.
With the on/off nature of lockdown

Some staff have two years of holiday entitlement to take
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and the ability to trade through home
appointments, we did not want to restrict
our ability to take business. So this year
some people will have almost two years of
holiday entitlement to take.
I discussed this with ACAS, the advisory
and arbitration service, which advised me
that it is permissible to spread the accrued
holiday from 2020/2021 over the next two
years. This has eased our holiday planning
and once again our staff have stepped up
to keep business flowing.
Like all small independent businesses,
our fantastic staff are fundamental to the
success of the company. I am proud of all
of our people at Fludes Carpets who are
responding to the stop/go times we have
experienced. Well done and thank you.
There seems to be an upheaval ahead
in many parts of the industry – from
restructuring, acquisitions and new
formats. It seems that the shutdowns
have given people time to stop and look
at their businesses and adapt to the new
circumstances in the flooring industry.
Where will it all end?
Andy Laird, Fludes Carpets md

Introducing EcoFelt
The perfect partner for your Penthouse Carpet
Providing sumptuous underfoot comfort, combined with superior sound absorption
and thermal insulation; we recommend our EcoFelt underlays to enhance the
performance of your carpet.

Comfort
Recycled wool rich felt, suitable for
Heavy domestic.

Opulence
Recycled wool rich felt, suitable for
Extra Heavy domestic.

Majesty
Recycled wool rich felt with recycled
rubber crumb back, suitable for
Super Heavy domestic.

To ﬁnd out more, speak to our sales team or contact your local representative:

Call 01706 639 866 or visit penthousecarpets.co.uk

A4 EcoFelt Advert v7 AW.indd 1
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AWARDS

After a retail year like no other, once again in the Interiors Monthly Awards, we
want you to tell us which retailers, manufacturers and suppliers are the best
in the industry. It’s entirely up to you what criteria you base your vote on.
Download a copy of the entry form from www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk, email
akidd@interiorsmonthly.co.uk or complete the email questionnaire we’ll send
you. Voting closes on 30 June. Here’s a reminder of the winners of the 2020 awards.
Best Flooring Retailer (1-3 stores): Clarke’s
Best Furniture Retailer (1-3 stores): Sweetpea & Willow
Best Flooring Retailer (4+ stores): Martin Phillips
Best Furniture Retailer (4+ stores): Sterling Furniture Group
Best Online Retailer: DFS
Best UK Furniture Manufacturer: Whitemeadow
Best UK Flooring Manufacturer: Furlong Flooring
Best Overseas Furniture Manufacturer: Wiemann
Best Overseas Flooring Manufacturer: Balta
Best Furniture Buying Group: AIS
Best Flooring Buying Group: Metro Group
Best Bed Manufacturer (Upmarket): Harrison Spinks
Best Bed Manufacturer (Mid-Market): Sleepeezee
Best Bed Manufacturer (Value): Sweet Dreams
Best Carpet Manufacturer: Cormar Carpet Company
Best Bed Manufacturer (Adjustable): Adjustamatic
Best Rug Supplier: Louis de Poortere
Best Bedroom Manufacturer: Nolte Möbel
Best Laminate Manufacturer: Egger
Best Dining Room Manufacturer: Ercol
Best Solid/Engineered Wood Manufacturer:
Woodpecker Flooring
Best Living Room Manufacturer: Rowico UK
Best Underlay Manufacturer: Interfloor
Best Fabric Upholstery Manufacturer (Luxury): Parker Knoll
Best Fabric Upholstery Manufacturer:
Westbridge Furniture Designs
Best Vinyl Manufacturer: IVC Group
Best Leather Upholstery Manufacturer (Luxury): Ekornes
Best Leather Upholstery Manufacturer: La-Z-Boy UK
Best LVT Manufacturer: Karndean Designflooring
Best Recliner Manufacturer: himolla
Best Accessory Supplier: Gallery Direct
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Best Flooring Accessory Supplier: Ball & Young
Best Children’s Furniture Manufacturer: Steens
Best Flatpack Furniture Supplier: Core Products
Best Home Entertainment Supplier: Jual
Best Fabric/Soft Furnishings Manufacturer: Morris & Co
Best Mattress Protection Provider: Mattressgard
Best Furniture Wholesaler: Julian Bowen
Best Flooring Wholesaler: Floorwise
Best Customer Service (Furniture): Julian Bowen
Best Customer Service (Flooring): Penthouse Carpets
Best Business Support (Furniture): Greenwood Retail
Best Business Support (Flooring): SMG
Best Marketing Support (Furniture): NBF
Best Marketing Support (Flooring): Flooring One
Best Software Supplier (Furniture): RetailSystem
Best Software Supplier (Flooring): MasterPiece Systems
Best Furniture Exhibition: January Furniture Show
Best Flooring Exhibition: BGNFS
Best Product Protection Provider (Furniture): Guardsman
Best Warranty Provider: Castelan Group
Best Flooring Website: Invictus
Best Finance Provider: V12
Best Product Protection Provider (Flooring): Stroolmount
Best Rigid Floor Manufacturer: COREtec
Best Lighting Manufacturer: Danalight
Best Blinds and Shutters Supplier: Rol-Lite
EDITOR’S CHOICE
Furniture Brand 2020: Ercol
Flooring Brand 2020: Invictus
Sustainability (Furniture): Hypnos Beds
Sustainability (Flooring): Texfelt – SpringBond underlay
Innovation (Flooring): Cavalier Carpets – Select-A-Swatch POS
Product of the Year (Flooring): Moduleo – LayRed

AWARDS

Who gets your vote?
RETAILERS TO COMPLETE ONLY
Best Customer Service (Furniture)
Best UK Furniture Manufacturer
Best Overseas Furniture Manufacturer
Best Furniture Buying Group
Best Accessory Supplier
Best Lighting Manufacturer
Best Mattress Protection Provider
Best Bed Manufacturer (Upmarket)
Best Bed Manufacturer (Mid-market)
Best Bed Manufacturer (Value)
Best Bed Manufacturer (Adjustable)
Best Bedroom Manufacturer
Best Dining Room Manufacturer
Best Living Room Manufacturer
Best Children’s Furniture Manufacturer
Best Fabric Upholstery Manufacturer
Best Fabric Upholstery Manufacturer (Luxury)
Best Leather Upholstery Manufacturer
Best Leather Upholstery Manufacturer (Luxury)
Best Recliner Manufacturer
Best Home Entertainment Supplier

Best Underlay Manufacturer
Best Flooring Accessory Supplier
Best Vinyl Manufacturer
Best Luxury Vinyl Supplier
Best Rigid Floor Manufacturer
Best Flooring Website
Best Flooring Wholesaler
Best Software Supplier (Furniture)
Best Software Supplier (Flooring)
Best CGI Software Supplier
Best Finance Provider
Best Business Support (Furniture)
Best Business Support (Flooring)
Best Marketing Support (Furniture)
Best Marketing Support (Flooring)
Best Exhibition
Innovation of the Year
Best Warranty Provider
Best Product Protection Provider (Furniture)
Best Product Protection Provider (Flooring)
Best New Supplier
Product of the Year

Best Flatpack Furniture Supplier
Best Furniture Wholesaler
Best Fabric/Soft Furnishings Manufacturer

SUPPLIERS TO COMPLETE ONLY
Best Flooring Retailer (1-3 stores)

Best Furniture Website

Best Flooring Retailer (4+ stores)

Best Customer Service (Flooring)

Best Furniture Retailer (1-3 stores)

Best UK Flooring Manufacturer

Best Furniture Retailer (4+ stores)

Best Overseas Flooring Manufacturer

Best Online Retailer

Best Flooring Buying Group
Best Carpet Manufacturer

Email your nominations to: akidd@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

Best Rug Supplier

Name:............................................................................................................

Best Laminate Manufacturer

Company:.....................................................................................................

Best Solid/Engineered Wood Manufacturer

Position:........................................................................................................
Tel:...................................... Email:................................................................

		

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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The International Centre
Telford TF3 4JH

For a full list of exhibitors and
to register for FREE please visit

www.thesummerfurnitureshow.co.uk

Alstons
Ancient Mariner
Ashwood Designs
Baker Furniture
Bluebone
Celebrity
Emma
Gala Collezione
G Plan
Harrison Spinks
Himolla
Hjort Knudsen
HTL
Hypnos
Italia Living
Julian Bowen
Kettle Interiors
La-Z-Boy
Lebus
Primavera Furniture
Parker Knoll
Rauch
Reylon
Sealy
Sherborne
Vale Upholstery
Violino
Welcome Furniture
Wiemann
And many more

LVT

The new top 40

Above left: Sierra Oak 58933
Above: Laurel Oak 51282

Moduleo LayRed now has 40 wood designs
Moduleo has launched a range of new
designs within its LayRed collection,
which now comes complete with an
enhanced protective layer. Since
Moduleo LayRed launched in 2019, the
renovation-friendly, engineered vinyl
flooring has become a firm favourite
with retailers in the UK.
The range has now been updated,
comprising 40 unique, nature-inspired
wood designs, providing retailers

with the widest offering of Moduleo
LVT styles to date.
Moduleo LayRed Woods has been
designed in line with growing desire
from consumers for more natural styles
and comprises elegant, direct and
vibrant patterns in shades from light
to dark. The rigid vinyl planks not only
have a realistic look and feel but are
much easier to install and maintain
than real wood.

Blackjack Oak 22450
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‘Moduleo LayRed is a product that
combines design, unprecedented
strength and exceptional comfort. It
has a strong core, feels soft, dampens
sound and features integrated underlay.
It is waterproof and has a premium
protective layer, making it even more
resistant to scratches and stains,’ says
Alison McLaughlan, IVC Group UK and
Eire UK head of marketing.
‘Our new engineered vinyl collection
provides a greater range of practical
benefits which retailers can
communicate to their customers,
such as easy maintenance, a stronger
protective layer than ever before and
sound and heat insulation. Add to this
the wide selection of styles we have
available, and we can proudly say we
have a floor for every room of the
house, in designs to suit each
customer’s unique taste.’
With minimal preparation required,
Moduleo LayRed Woods is simple,
clickable engineered vinyl, which
removes the need for adhesive and
instead uses a practical tooth-groove
connection. The integrated underlay
means planks can be laid over existing
floors without extensive levelling
required, making them ideal for
renovation projects.
Planks come in two formats and
large planks have an embossed in
register (EIR) texture – a hyper-realistic
structure which makes the grains and
knots really stand out.
Tel: 01332 851 500

STRONG
CORE.
BEAUTIFUL
DESIGN.
NEW
COLLECTION.

Comfort

Hardwearing, water-resistant and renovation friendly, Moduleo LayRed
flooring is an engineered vinyl favourite amongst customers.
®

®

With the arrival of our new collection featuring seven attractive plank designs
(in two sizes) and 40 unique wood effect colours, there’s now even more to
love about Moduleo® LayRed®. Plus, with an upgraded wear layer to perform
better than ever before, there’s even more reason to promote the new designs.

Design and
Performance
Strength

For more advice and inspiration,
visit moduleo.co.uk
Contact us about becoming a Moduleo® retailer and selling Moduleo® LayRed®

call 01332 851 500 or email salesuk@moduleo.com

LVT

Karndean Designflooring,
Van Gogh Country Oak

Oasis of calm

Rebecca Meldrum

Influencer Rebecca Meldrum opted for Van Gogh
When Instagram home and fashion
influencer Rebecca Meldrum
(@mrsrmeldrum) was looking for familyfriendly flooring she turned to Karndean’s
Van Gogh rigid core range with its
authentic wood look and all the practical
benefits of click-locking luxury vinyl.
Having opened out her kitchen into
the adjoining room to form a large openplan living space, Meldrum has created a
relaxed yet timelessly elegant home with
a neutral palette of soft greys and whites
complemented by Country Oak from
Karndean’s Van Gogh multi-format range.
With the rustic appearance of unfinished
timbers, the Country Oak design
introduces gentle mid-brown tones and an
interesting oak grain texture. By using the
same light colour scheme and flooring
throughout all of the downstairs rooms,
she has created a seamless flow that
visually expands the space.
With a convenient click and lock
mechanism that means the flooring
can be fitted in no time at all, Meldrum
selected her favourite Van Gogh design
in a rigid core format and completed
her installation with a colour-matched
scotia for a professional finish.
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In her kitchen living room the airy colour
scheme is balanced with warm natural
elements such as chunky wooden bar
stools and a traditional farmhouse table.
Like all Karndean floors, the Van Gogh
rigid core collection offers an authentic
look of a wood flooring but with a hardwearing, hygienic surface that shrugs off
spills and stains. The rigid core format

offers a number of additional benefits.
Its pre-attached acoustic backing
reduces noise transfer and its innovative
K-Core layer means it can be laid directly
over most existing hard floors without
extensive subfloor preparation. There are
12 designs to choose from, and four also
available in a smaller herringbone plank.
Visit www.karndean.com

Karndean Designflooring, Van Gogh Country Oak is available in a rigid core and gluedown format

Albury

RETAIL

the floor room is targeted at
design-conscious shoppers

Curated choice

the floor room is not Carpetright as you know it
Carpetright has unveiled a new format
aimed at more design-led shoppers.
the floor room by Carpetright has been
in development for over a year
and its product mix is divided equally
between carpet and smooth flooring.
The aim is to offer a more boutique
feel and focus on an edited product
selection of engineered wood, laminate,

luxury vinyl tile, vinyl, wool carpets,
sisal, artificial grass and rugs, alongside
bespoke whipping services, home
measuring and fitting. A 2,500sqft store
on London’s Tottenham Court Road has
been opened, and the chain is exploring
other locations.
‘the floor room is a modern showroom
that offers a beautiful selection of

Digital screens have replaced posters
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products in a design-led environment
and aims to inspire people to put
flooring at the centre of their interiors
schemes. We’re delighted to be
launching our first and flagship store
and look forward to rolling out to
relevant design locations across the
UK,’ says Helen Marsh, Carpetright
head of communications and

Brands and exclusive collections are given room for exploration

RETAIL

Samples (and treats) by vending machine

Small carpet samples allow the colour palette to be seen at a glance

The showroom has been designed with space to dwell

		

ITAB helped on the design and fixtures development

the floor room project director.
The team worked with store design
company ITAB on the design and fixtures
development. The ambition was to
create a modern flooring store that
allowed the products to stand out, be
easily explored and that put design,
rather than simply practicalities, at the
heart of the customer journey.
The showroom has been designed
with space to dwell, including a large
inspiration station with screen, perch
tables and a soft seating area. There is
also a vending machine dispensing treats
with small take-home flooring samples
and a basement lounge area for longer
consultations with interior designers.
Carpet lecterns are notable by their
absence – soft flooring is displayed in
smaller 10cm x 10cm samples across
tables in the mid-floor which allow
customers to view the whole colour
palette at a glance. Brands and exclusive
collections are given room for
exploration within flexible wall bays
which allow for larger hanging samples
and accompanying graphics.
Digital screens have replaced posters
and QR codes allow customers to collect
information on their shortlist as they
move through the store. One click will
then bring favourites up on the large
screen at the inspiration station for final
exploration with a member of staff.
Visit: www.thefloorroom.co.uk

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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RETAIL

Fine encounter
Savoir has opened a flagship store, with a revised look
32
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SATRA supporting you
Membership provides businesses with a range of beneﬁts such as
bespoke technical support and advice through our technical team,
helping businesses to understand current legislation, inﬂuence new
standards and develop product speciﬁcations.
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SATRA Technology has launched a new furniture and ﬂoor coverings
membership package, speciﬁcally tailored to meet the needs of these
industries.

Also included are testing discounts, 20% of the annual subscription
value returned in the form of vouchers and access to SATRA’s new online
Furniture & Floor Covering Hub, a go-to repository for the latest industry
news, technical information on standards and regulatory requirements,
as well as industry focussed features such as polls.

www.satra.com
furniture@satra.com
Tel: +44 (0)1536 410 000

RETAIL

The interior was designed by Hannah Carter Owers

Savoir has invested in a Berkeley Square,
London showroom to create a sanctuary
of serenity, to elevate the customer
experience with its bespoke product
offering and personalised service.
The pandemic has led to a change in
behaviour and Savoir has seen an
increase in private appointments, where
clients can enjoy the utmost privacy
and the showrooms all to themselves.
Following positive feedback from
customers, Savoir wanted to ensure the
new flagship location provided this
private and safe environment whilst
welcoming walk-in customers. On
Berkeley Square with the entrance via
Bourdon Street, the showroom offers
customers a central location along with
the privacy to take their time to test the
different beds. The entrance, which is
not on a busy shopping street, ensures
that the customer never feels on display
whilst discovering the beds.
Although the showroom is only
2,000sqft, Savoir doesn’t need lots of
room: there are less than a dozen models
on display and it only produces about

1,000 beds a year: each made from start
to finish by one member of staff.
‘Berkeley Square is the jewel in the
crown of Mayfair, and we are thrilled to
be opening our new flagship showroom
in this desirable area. Whilst our online
sales have seen really strong growth
during Covid-19, new and existing
customers ultimately want a human-led
personal service,’ says Alistair Hughes,
Savoir md.
‘Physical showrooms have always
been important to us and after the past
year we continue to value the role they
play. We believe now is the time to invest
in a new flagship, creating a destination
which continues the Savoir story.
‘Investing in a bespoke bed is a
unique and personal experience. The
desire to touch, feel and experience a
bed before making a purchase remains
strong and this has not wavered amongst
customers throughout the pandemic.
‘The design and address of our
new flagship is focused on providing
customers with a calming and private
environment for them to relax, take

The showroom is its new flagship
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The consultation room enjoys natural light

their time and discover the luxury of
handcrafted sleep. By interacting directly
with our customers in the showroom, our
bed experts can gather a deeper
understanding of their comfort, support
and style requirements, to help them
create their perfect bed.’
Savoir showrooms have historically
been designed to convey a gallery style
layout, where the beds are the works of
art and visitors feel welcomed. The new
showroom embraces a contemporary,
restful interpretation of this aesthetic.
A palette of warm mineral tones
softens the showroom’s architectural
interior. Texture and new materials
never before used in Savoir showrooms,
including sand-hued concrete floors,
plaster paint walls in bone, oak fitted
joinery, polished and burnished brass
metalwork and lighting are introduced
within the design. Solid oak and glass
screens subdivide the showroom into
three areas, bringing a degree of privacy
for clients to experience the beds.
The curved sweep of the stairs and
the stepped plasterwork detail around

The stairs make reference to Savoir’s connection to The Savoy Hotel

RETAIL
The Three Sixty, Savoir’s circular rotating bed

Materials are on show

the headboards make subtle reference
to Savoir’s heritage and connection to
The Savoy hotel.
Fabric swatches and finishing details
are displayed in the consultation room
located at the rear of the showroom.
Natural daylight makes this an ideal
creative space in which designers and
clients can work together to develop
new bed designs.
The new showroom brings together
photography, sculpture and artisan
furniture to complement the artistry and
craft of the beds on display. A collection
of handmade furniture pieces by the

Solid oak and glass screens subdivide the showroom

		

Scottish maker Faolchú add warmth and
patina to the space.
Imagery revealing the simple beauty
of the natural materials within a Savoir
bed captured by the New York based
British still life photographer Robin

Broadbent adorns the walls.
Savoir worked closely with designer
Hannah Carter Owers to design the
showroom space. Formerly Universal
Design Studio creative director, she
has worked with some of the finest
luxury brands, from Fortnum & Mason,
V&A and Vitra to Stella McCartney,
Selfridges and Mulberry.
Under her own brand, Carter Owers,
she is inspired by the desire to create
immersive spaces that look distinct and
feel profoundly human. Carter Owers
worked together with Savoir on the
Mayfair showroom to create an interior
space that feels uniquely expressive
and engaging.
The showroom displays a curated
selection of bed styles and models.
Making a magnificent statement in the
entrance is The Three Sixty, Savoir’s
circular rotating bed. Within the main
display area are 10 Savoir classic designs,
including Max, State, Hugo, Winston,
Virginia, Harlech, Claudia, Felix and the
new Lenoir. The beds feature set models
from Nº1 to Nº4 and an array of tensions
– extra soft, soft, medium and firm.
Visit: www.savoirbeds.com

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Panorama

The first floor of the building
opened as a De Padova
showroom in May 2019

Boffi De Padova has expanded its London presence

The group has had a London presence for 15 years
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Italian furniture group Boffi De Padova
has trebled the size of one of its central
London showrooms.
The group has taken over the ground
and second floors of 72-74 Sloane
Avenue, having occupied the first floor
of the building since May 2019 as a
De Padova showroom. This has increased
its space to 7,532sqft.
The new showroom is branded as
Boffi De Padova Chelsea and includes
products from all the group’s companies:
Boffi, De Padova, MAU Studio and ADL.
‘This is an extraordinary loft that
further enhances our complete proposal
of interiors,’ says Roberto Gavazzi, Boffi
De Padova ceo. ‘Boffi De Padova Chelsea
perfectly mirrors the design concept
we want to convey.
‘The importance of London in the
design panorama has encouraged the
expansion of our space in one of the
prime neighbourhoods of the city.’
Visit: www.boffidepadova.com

RETAIL

The showroom highlights the group’s Boffi, De Padova, MAU Studio and ADL brands

Expansive windows allow in natural light

Showroom space has trebled

		

The floors are connected via a prominent helical staircase in
sheet metal that captures the industrial nuances of the walls

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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BEDS AND BEDROOM

Returning in style

Above left: Furniture Village
won Large Bed Retailer of the
Year (10-plus stores) in 2020
Above: Online Bed Retailer of
the Year was Mattress Online

The Bed Industry Awards are back – in person
The Bed Industry Awards – honouring
the brightest and best companies in the
bed market – will return later this year,
with new categories.
Renowned as a pinnacle of excellence
in the trade, the Bed Industry Awards
showcase the very best in inspiration,
design and innovation from bed retailers,
manufacturers and suppliers.
‘Our Bed Industry Awards are an
integral part of the Bed Show and the
Gala Dinner and, after such a difficult
year for everyone, we are as confident as
we can be that we’ll be able to celebrate
with the winners in person rather than
virtually as we did last year,’ says Jessica
Alexander, NBF executive director.
‘The awards are well respected
because we keep our judging panel

independent. We actively seek judges
who are credible, bring industry
knowledge and category-specific skill
sets and have confidence in their
decisions when assessing the entries.
Competition is tough at the moment
with budgets squeezed, but entering –
and possibly winning – an award can
help businesses to stand out in a
crowded marketplace, especially for
consumers who look at award wins as
a trust mark.’
For retailers, there are three categories
to enter. The NBF Retail Champion award
is open to independent bed retailers
with fewer than 15 stores who have
signed up to the NBF Retail Champions
scheme. National Bed Retailer of the Year
is open to those with 15 or more stores,

The winner of Small Bed Retailer of the Year (1-9 stores) in 2020 was Prestige Beds
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and at least 50% of their product offer
must be from NBF members. Online Bed
Retailer of the Year is open to companies
where at least 80% of sales are online
and at least 50% of product offer must
be from NBF members.
An independent panel will judge the
entrants before publishing a shortlist
prior to the Gala Dinner.
This year there are two awards for NBF
members exhibiting at the Bed Show:
Bed Product of the Year and Component
Product of the Year. A shortlist of finalists
will be published, and judging by an
independent panel will take place on the
afternoon of 20 September before the
show opens for business.
‘The NBF Sustainability Award is open
to all NBF members and will be judged
prior to the Bed Show,’ says Alexander.
‘We’re not just looking for entries from
our larger members who have the
resources to implement a full sustainable
development programme, we also want
to hear from members who may have
done just one or two key things to make
a difference to the environment in their
everyday business. For example, this
could be within product development,
packaging, logistics or waste control.’
The awards are due to be presented
at the Bed Show on the evening of
Tuesday 21 September at the Telford
International Centre.
Visit: www.bedshow.co.uk/awards
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The Bed Industry Awards
are BACK!
Enter your company for a prestigious NBF Award today
Manufacturer Awards

Retailer Awards

Bed Product of the year

NBF Retail Champion of the year

Component Product of the year

National Bed Retailer of the year

NBF Sustainability Award

Online Bed Retailer of the year

www.bedshow.co.uk/awards
@TheBedFed

UPHOLSTERY

Birth of an icon

Balzac became SCP’s signature design

SCP’s Balzac celebrates 30 years of continuous production
In 1991 Matthew Hilton designed his first
piece of upholstery, which was to become
SCP’s debut upholstery: Balzac.
‘I wanted to make upholstery and I was
talking to Craig Allen, who at the time was
the buyer for The Conran Shop. We were
selling him other products, like Matthew’s
Bow shelving. I feel like we must have

Matthew Hilton
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had a design, because I asked Craig if he
knew anyone who could make upholstery.
There was a guy in East London who
made a few things for Conran at the time,
so we went to see him,’ says Sheridan
Coakley, SCP founder.
‘I had a full-size drawing, the sketch
and the model, and we just took it to the

guy. Then we went back and looked at it,
and asked: “Can you make it a bit thicker
here, a bit thinner there…?” We had a
back cushion on it, but we struggled to
make it look right. So we said, let’s just
not have one,’ says Hilton.
Allen then suggested ‘two guys in
Norfolk who we were working out of

‘Balzac comes from a sort of ergonomic plot really, someone sitting in
an armchair and then drawing a line around it,’ says Hilton

UPHOLSTERY

Balzac in production

a chicken shed on a farm,’ according to
Coakley. The pair were to become the
founders of Thetford Designs, and SCP
worked with them for over a decade
before eventually buying the company
and incorporating it into SCP in 2003.
Working with a small upholstery
company, making things to order,
allowed SCP to start the journey towards
being an independent specialist
manufacturer in its own right. The Balzac
was the first product on that journey.
The chair was spotted by Sir Terence
Conran at imm cologne and sold at
The Conran Shop. There was no fanfare
launch but it immediately began selling.
‘It has never not sold. Matthew has
earned royalties on it every quarter since
1991,’ says Coakley.
Loft living, the BA Concorde lounge
at Heathrow Airport and Karen Millen
stores all gave Balzac increased visibility,
and the middle class began to buy
modern furniture.
‘There was a tiny market to start with,’
says Hilton.
‘You’ve got to put it in perspective
really – it still is. We’ve always operated at
the niche end of the furniture market,
that’s why DFS never did a copy of the
Balzac. It’s always been expensive
because we made them to order, and
not everyone is going to want to buy it.
There’s a bit of a Marmite thing about
the Balzac. Some really don’t like it, but
we’ve always had people who say that
they have saved up to buy a Balzac and
that it’s their favourite chair,’ says Coakley.
The company is still re-upholstering
Balzacs bought in the 1990s, and
replacing the original materials with
more environmentally friendly
alternatives – as with the anniversary

		

The first Balzac model

edition. ‘The fact that we are still
re-upholstering original Balzacs is an
accolade. Not just in terms of how it is
made, but that it has kept its style. It’s
always been a bit of a maverick chair

really,’ says Coakley.
‘I don’t think I would have guessed or
had any hope of that at the time. We just
made the chair we wanted,’ says Hilton.
Visit: www.scp.co.uk

Sheridan Coakley, SCP founder
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RUGS
Boho

Above left: Boho Above: Aspen

Forward thinking
Think Rugs will introduce a record number of new designs
‘At Think Rugs we are very excited for
the prospects that the second half of
2021 holds. We firmly believe this will be
a year of two halves. With retail closures
hopefully a thing of the past, we can
finally focus on the future and what it
must hold for retail. Our optimism for the
rest of the year is bubbling over – and

Royal Nomadic
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with that, so are our preparations. This
year will see the largest launch of new
products ever, as well as bringing
forward the launch of the new brochure,’
says Sam Tippett, Think Rugs director.
‘New launches now available include
new colourways and designs in our
most popular Royal Nomadic and Boho

ranges as well as the new Aspen range.
The popularity of these ranges continues
to grow, with trends such as Recharged
Wellness and Scandi Simplicity gaining
momentum and driving demand.
‘Our recently introduced Craft range
has been greatly expanded to include
14 options in a variety of sizes. Taking
inspiration from trends such as Metal
Meets Rock and Brutal Force, Craft
consists of metallic designs overlaid
on marble backgrounds. This is a range
and style in its infancy that is already
generating great impetus to become
one of our most popular ranges.
‘A launch for 2021 is the pleasing
Sierra. With a focus on colour and texture
this range is influenced by the Solace
colour palette. The range includes
14 colourways, each available in a
fantastic, high density, soft shaggy
quality. Already being very well received
we believe it is set to become a staple for
years to come,’ says Tippett.
‘We are committed to the support of
every one of our valued customers and
will continue to strive to ensure that we
provide the best possible service. We
have committed ourselves to ensuring
our stock levels are constantly at the
highest level and our lead times as short
as possible. With Think Rugs you can be
confident of a very high service level
now and in the future.’
Tel: 01782 747 713

RUGS

Something special

The 16th Carpet Design Awards again recognised the best rugs
‘This year CDA was very unique and
interesting due to the fact that so many
of us were forced into isolation. The
lack of the usual trade shows, with the
chance for following trends and crosspollinating ideas, really stirred up some
creativity within the rug business. What

really surprised me was the quality and
originality visible in all the entries – a
special case of purity of design without
corruption,’ says Graham Head, jury
chairman and former president and vice
chair of ABC Carpet and Home.
Other members of the jury were

Audrey Carden, Carden Cunietti director;
Uwe Heublein, Segmüller carpets and
outdoor furniture product manager; Irène
Ribeiro, Etoffe.com rugs collection
manager and Sacha Walckhoff, Christian
Lacroix Maison creative director.
Visit: www.domotex.de

BEST MODERN DESIGN DELUXE
Ashtari Carpets’ Carpet Blue/Green

The design is a collage of still lives from the
artist’s photographic work, which the designers
put together into a new whole.

Creative Matters’ Origin

Origin was designed as a part of the Campaign
for Wool Collection, in collaboration with
Canadian interior designer Sarah Richardson and
Campaign for Wool Canada. The collection aims
to showcase Canadian wool and its unsung
merits. Origin materialises this concept through
its use of exclusively undyed Canadian wool,
placing emphasis on its distinct natural beauty.

Jennifer Manners Design’s Malibu

The mid-century mood of the Malibu rug evokes
the elegant glamour of Hollywood starlets
living on the Californian coast. An ikat stripe
and contrasting grid pattern are repeated for
a timeless yet contemporary effect.

BEST STUDIO ARTIST DESIGN
Firesun’s Universe

The design for this rug begins as a painting – a
spontaneous expression of feelings. The design
is courageous, captivating and engaging. This
rug is woven with the same experienced and
skilful hands that weave traditional Persian
carpets in Kashmir.

Studio Bahlner’s Experimania

The installation invites you to be a bodily part
of it, through its built-in stool, and aims to
encourage you to discover its tiniest details as
well as the larger whole. Through the notion of
touch the piece has intuitively grown to work
as a border between carpet and sculpture, as
a haute couture piece for the room.
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FLOOR_STORY’s Trappenhuis

The designer worked with us to produce a rug
for her residency and installation with Dutch
department store De Bijenkorf, entitled A
Room on the Roof.

RUGS
BEST MODERN
DESIGN
ESSENTIAL

Choudhary Exports’ Spatial

This rug was created by keeping simple architectural drawings and linear geometry
in mind. Use of strong and bold colours further enhances the drama of the design.

Jaipur Rugs’ Machine
ki Duniya

Part of Manchaha, a
sustainable initiative where
weavers get to design their
own rug spontaneously on
the loom, in this rug the
artist has incorporated
unconventional motifs such
as an aeroplane, depicting
her desire to fly, as well as
a farming machine which
brought her more harvest,
providing her with some
extra income.

Zollanvari International’s
Ikebana Kyoto runner 3

This new design of meandering
giant blooms and foliage is the
latest runner for the Ikebana Kyoto
collection. Imagine the inspiration
behind this design… a Meisen
kimono with big, bold, exuberant
and colourful designs inspired
by Western modernist art and
the kimono of the modern,
independent Japanese woman.

BEST INTERIOR
Battilossi at Dunbar apartment

Tocca T3 in grey is displayed in this renovated
apartment in the historic Dunbar area of
Vancouver, designed by Studio Bromus. The rug
selection highlights the combination of modern
Scandinavian details and monochromatic palette.

FLOOR_STORY at the Concrete House

FLOOR_STORY’s 19-19 collection at
the Isokon building

The Concrete House, a rural dwelling, was
designed by Raw Architecture Workshop
using concrete as a raw material but also as
the final interior finish. It was completed in
2018. The pared-back, grey concrete setting
was styled with natural fixtures such as
vintage wooden dressers, rattan, wicker
and plants, to set off the neutral and natureinspired tones of the three rug collections.

The designer chose to photograph the
19-19 collection at a wood-panelled
apartment at the iconic Isokon
building in Hampstead, London.
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RUGS
BEST EMERGING DESIGNER

Seo Hye Lee, Fashion Institute of
Technology, New York: Constructive NYC
Constructive NYC captures Seo Hye Lee’s New
York. Lee based the design on a photo of the
city’s skyscrapers, commenting: ‘I usually love
the city, but the feeling of standing in the
middle of huge buildings is overwhelming. So
I changed the colours to blue, cold colours to
show my impressions of the city.’

Milad Sediqi, Turquoise
Mountain Institute, Kabul:
My Story

Sediqi’s design features a love poem and an
apotropaic message. The lines form a weave
that represents the directions in which his
feelings and creative impulses take him, and his
struggles to find an expressive outlet. White
represents light, and blue Sediqui’s blue moods.

Nanci Lynch, London Metropolitan
University: (I’d rather be in) Pantelleria

In Lynch’s own words, this design is ‘inspired by
a villa floor in southern Italy and is an
accumulation of work during lockdown,
dreaming of sunny days, cool but warm floor
underfoot, memories of good times.’ It is a
clever translation of a mosaic into a rug design.

BEST MODERN DESIGN SUPERIOR

M&K Rugs’ Anasazi (yt374)
Obeetee Private’s Azure

The design is inspired by African
tribal motifs, structured and in
a more urbanised layout. Vegetable-dyed
wool imparts greater authenticity.

Neshiman Co’s AB

A black and white striped, patterned design
with playful rotations, edged in red. It is
produced on an oversized scale, at 6m x 1.5m,
3m x 4m and 2m x 4.5m.

This design derives its inspiration from many
sources: Bauhaus, Gee’s Bend, Kente cloth and
Hans Hoffman, to name a few. It celebrates
the organic nature of the variety of materials
used and calls attention to the rug as object
rather than a cartoon for mass production.

BEST FLATWEAVE DESIGN

Obeetee Private’s Atlas
Kapoor Carpets’ Night Rider
Creative Matters’ Stripes Olive

The design concept for Stripes Olive was inspired
by two distinct but overlapping Japanese
aesthetic traditions: wabi-sabi, a world view
centred on the appreciation of transience and
imperfection, and boro, a class of textiles that
have been mended or patched together.
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This rug is made with a combination of a
commercially viable modern geometrical design
and the age-old Ombre technique in the
background. The rug has a cutting-edge overall
character wherein the geometrical design glows
bright green in a darkened room. It is a perfect
companion for young people and there are
endless creative possibilities using the special
materials adopted in the rug.

Azrou flatweave is based on the timeless geo
design inspired from a modern interpretation
of tribal orientation. This rug has been executed
in a combination of variegated woollen kilims
and reflects the beauty of 19th and 20th-century
Moroccan weaving style, yielding a robust
high/low texture. The resulting relief enhances
the primitive irregularity in the motifs, adding
a dimensional contemporary quality to these
traditional compositions.

RUGS
BEST COLLECTION
FLOOR_STORY’s
19-19 Collection

19-19 is a series of six
handwoven wool and
silk rugs. The title
refers to the founding
year of the first Bauhaus
school in Weimar, with
each rug named after a
female designer central
to the development
of the Bauhaus:
Alma,
Anni, Benita,
Gunta, Lucia
and Otti.

Samad’s Mystique Collection
Zakaria Rugs

Organic shapes, flow
and profound artistic
composition and
approach make the
collection so unique –
incomparable to
anything out there.

Youthful and effortless, the Mystique Collection
takes the traditional art of rug making to the next
level. From soft neutral tones to rich crimsons
and ocean blues, designs play with subtle
gradient shades that gradually shift between
light and dark hues. These mood-evoking colour
palettes reflect everyday feelings of passion, joy
and romance by simulating the ebbs and flows of
our human experience.

BEST TRANSITIONAL DESIGN
Selam Carpet & Home’s Her Highness

Inspired by a shattered antique French crown, the images
of the pieces of the crown have been mirrored both
vertically and horizontally in this design to create a
repeating overall pattern.

Wendy Morrison Design’s Arc en Ciel

Arc en Ciel shares a story of hope, positivity and optimism
through two of designer and company founder Wendy
Morrison’s loves: the kimono and Japanese dress. Continuing
the traditional art form of storytelling in rug making, she
focuses on the positives that could come from a worldwide
lockdown. Joyous colour and imagery offer a rainbow of
hope for change, paving the way to a kinder world.

Wool Song’s Swiss Quilt (Yellow)

A fantastic adventure of a rug, Swiss Quilt is a
perfect example of the artist’s illustration style.
Plush with colour, it is a play on vintage quilts
that intrigues with just the right amount of
busyness. One of two colourways.
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Broadening horizons

Above from left:
Jardin intérieur,
Syracuse, Nord Sud

Cogolin’s latest collection will transport you across the globe
At a time when travel opportunities
remain restricted, La Manufacture
Cogolin’s latest collection is designed
to take you to other places.
Stephane Parmentier’s rugs and
runners are inspired by the traditional
paving found throughout France and
are named after the cities along the
Nationale 7: the route from Paris to the
Mediterranean coast.
Jardins à la française takes Henri
Gonse’s archived drawings to create

Jardins à la française
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symmetrical floral motifs in contrasting
colour combinations and weaving
techniques from around the world to
transport you to a French formal garden.
The Jazz Age collection pays homage
to Art Deco and New York of the 1920s
through its combination of strict
geometric motifs.
Laurent Buttazzoni turned to Morocco
for the Syracuse, Modica and Noto
designs. Woven on 19th-century looms,
the designs feature latticework patterns

Jazz Age

inspired by Beni Ourain rugs.
Drawing on bohemian and Asian
culture, India Mahdavi brings a new
twist to the kilim with Jardin intérieur,
a collection of six different patterns
that can be assembled in a myriad of
ways into a single composition, resulting
in a unique creation for each project.
The varying pile heights and visible
backgrounds bring depth to the
surprising colour pairings.
Visit: www.manufacturecogolin.com

Premium quality. Guaranteed

Condor Carpets bv
Euroweg 3, 8061 SB | P.O. Box 21, 8060 AA | Hasselt, The Netherlands
T (+31) 38 477 89 11 | F (+31) 38 477 89 22 | info@condorcarpets.nl

W W W . C O N D O R - G R O U P. E U

ARTIFICIAL GRASS

PARQ life

Greenwich 38 is one of 11 products
and is available in 5m widths

Betap has a wide range of grasses
Betap began life more than 100 years ago
making grass mats. Now PARQ artificial
grass is the latest addition to its range.
Created to signal its commitment to the
sector, PARQ is positioned to offer

POS for PARQ
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affordable design backed by the large
infrastructure of the Betap group.
Along with Betap‘s newly created tile
division BLOQ, it complements Betap’s
broadloom tufted carpet, non-woven

and automotive divisions.
The remit was to create a trusted
brand that stood out for its innovation
and affordability. Creating and adapting
ranges specific to the UK market was the
first stage. Colour, texture and aesthetics
had to replicate grass typically seen in
the UK domestic landscape. A collection
of 11 products was created from a
collaboration between the research and
development and UK grass teams.
Everglade Eco has been developed
with one eye on the future – the backing
and the fibres are made from the same
polymer family so they do not need to
be separated when it is recycled.
Greenwich 38 has been the star of the
show, boasting a 5m-wide option that is
very popular in the UK.
‘We have tried to create something
for everyone in this collection,’ says
Andrew Bramall, PARQ division head.
‘Grass specialists, multi-product traders
and carpet distributors have ranges
aimed at their specific market and this
has given us the flexibility to reboot the
UK market with confidence.
‘We are very excited about our new
developments, which will be showcased
at the FSB show in Cologne in October.
This will be a chance to underline our
position as a leading manufacturer of
landscape artificial grass for the UK
and beyond.’
Visit: www.betap.com

UNDERLAY

POS for PARQ

Renu is Interfloor’s most
sustainable underlay

renu-able

Interfloor’s latest underlay is made from 98% recycled materials
Interfloor’s new underlay renu meets
the concerns of our modern world in
reducing waste and being environmentally
sustainable. It is made by bringing
together raw materials that have been
saved from landfill with some that have
a positive effect on the environment.
Renu is a sustainable, recycled carpet
underlay within the Tredaire range of
luxury underlays for the home and is
without question the most sustainable
underlay in Interfloor’s history.
‘Combining the established features
our brands are known for – luxury and
comfort – it’s a product that fully lives up
to our usual functional and high quality
standards and delivers that underfoot
comfort and insulation that Tredaire
underlays are famous for,’ says Laura
Ashall, Interfloor marketing director.

		

‘We have used post-consumer waste,
car tyres and plastic bottles in the
manufacture of our underlay for many
years. But with renu we have gone even
further, responding to the aspiration for
a fully sustainable product. It’s made
from 98% recycled materials, using
ethically sourced and genuinely recycled
materials, which means keeping waste
from going to landfill, and is 100%
recyclable itself.
‘The main body of the underlay is
made of foam reclaimed from recycled
soft furnishings. This foam is then mixed
with a binding agent and subjected to
high temperature steam under high
pressure. The backing is made from 100%
recycled and unbleached paper and we
use vegetable-based inks for printing.
The facing film is made from an ethically

produced, carbon-negative bio-based
film made from sugar cane. The sugar
cane actively captures CO2 from the
atmosphere whilst at the same time
releasing oxygen, making this material
not just green, but proactively green.
‘Energy-efficient renu has a high tog
rating, which means it is a great insulator
which will help keep houses warm and
save energy.
‘Let’s not forget, the point of underlay
is that it feels great and prolongs the life
of a new carpet and renu, being made
from high-density foam and with a
thickness of 9mm, is suitable for all areas
of the home. It’s an exciting product that
remains true to luxury and comfort
whilst helping meet the environmental
expectations of a modern world.’
Visit: www.interfloor.com/renu
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Stylish comfort at its best
The Camden fixed sofa makes cosy, casual comfort effortless.
Its relaxed style combines support with sumptuously deep seat and arm cushions.
Tactile, super-soft chenille fabric only enhance the cosy feel.
Available in Mink or light Grey fabric with complimentary square chrome feet, this sofa suits a
range of living spaces.
The Camden comprises a 3-seater, 2-seater and chair, along with a matching ottoman.

Camden 3 Seater in light Grey

2
YEAR
WARRANTY

Camden 2 Seater in Mink

AVAILABLE

3

SEATER

FOR

DELIVERY

NOW

SOFA

H: 96cm x W: 205cm x D96cm
2

SEATER

SOFA

H: 96cm x W: 181cm x D96cm
CHAIR
H: 96cm x W: 103cm x D96cm
Camden chair in Mink

OTTOMAN
H: 41cm x W: 70cm x D57cm

0

%

SURCHARGE

E:

T: 01291 645080 | F: 01291 645099
SALES@GFA.UK.COM | W: WWW.GFA.UK.COM
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Summer Furniture Show, 15-16 June, Telford

PREVIEW
La-Z-Boy

Kettle Interiors

Face to face

More than 50 exhibitors will gather – socially distanced
The Summer Furniture Show will bring the
trade back together at Telford International
Centre, with more than 50 exhibitors
taking part.
Furniture and bed exhibitors include
Alstons, Ancient Mariner, Ashwood Designs,
Baker, Bluebone, Carlton Furniture, Celebrity,
Emma Sleep, G Plan, Gala, Harrison Spinks,
himolla, Hjort Knudsen, HTL, Hypnos, Italia
Living, Kettle Interiors, La-Z-Boy, Lebus,
Parker Knoll, Primavera, Rauch, Relyon,
Sealy, Sherborne, Sofa Factory, Staud, Vale,
Violino, Welcome Furniture and Wiemann.
Rugs, pictures, mirrors, accessories,
outdoor furniture and services will also
be on display.
Visit: www.thesummerfurnitureshow.co.uk

Sherborne

STAY SAFE
Visitors must pre-register before attending the show: there will be no
registration at the show.
Aisles at the show have been widened to 3m to allow for social distancing
and there will be hand sanitiser stations throughout the venue and on
every stand.
Exhibitors will be cleaning products and swatches regularly and, where
possible, literature and business cards will be exchanged digitally.
Visitors should wear a mask or face covering, unless exempt. If you visit the
coffee bar or restaurant – a complementary lunch is provided – your mask
can be removed once you have sat down.
Social distancing rules apply and visitors should refrain from mixing in
groups of more than six. Stands have been designed to facilitate this.
There will be no cloakroom.

Bluebone
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Wiemann puts the wow
into bedroom makeovers

Metz

Come and see us at the Summer Furniture Show, June
15-16, Telford International Centre, Hall 1 Stand 4.

made in germany
enquiries@wiemannuk.co.uk | www.wiemannuk.co.uk
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Summer Furniture Show, 15-16 June, Telford

PREVIEW
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Wiemann will debut two collections
Bedroom manufacturer Wiemann is to
unveil two ranges at the Summer
Furniture Show. Visitors will be the first
to see Cairns and Interliving, the latest
additions to the Wiemann catalogue.
The company will also showcase its
Spring 2021 launches, Kos and Metz, as
well as the updated premium range
Monaco and popular entry-point
collections Miami Plus and Korfu.
‘We are very much looking forward to
the Summer Furniture Show. We can’t
wait to show off our latest collections
and of course, catch up with friends and
make new contacts as the post-lockdown
makeover market takes hold. We think
customers will be excited by the ranges
we are exhibiting, further consolidating
our position as a brand that has a total
bedroom solution for everyone and
products that suit both in-store and
online sales,’ says Simon Hewitt, md of
Wiemann’s sole agents for the UK and
Ireland, Litmus Furniture.
‘Interliving is a stylish, premium
offering and a design lover’s dream.
Based on strong sales in Germany, it
brings a bold, new, on-trend look to UK
and Irish bedrooms. Customers can
choose from a number of carcases and
finishes, such as graphite, white, bianco
oak and glass.
‘Cairns is a value-focused wardrobe
with matt-painted hinged doors, available
in white, pebble grey and graphite for
a contemporary look to suit any style
of home. It is available with or without

		

mirrors and is well suited to online sales.’
In the Spring, Wiemann launched
Kos and Metz, two VIP wardrobe and
accessory collections both combining
in-vogue looks with well thought-out
versatility, in a variety of carcase and
door options.
Completing the display at the show
are three of Wiemann’s most sought-after
ranges. The VIP collection Monaco, with
its trademark L-shape design, makes use
of every inch of space available and
Korfu, with sliding doors and a carefully
curated colour card, is an established

budget market leader. Miami Plus, a top
performer online, has recently been
updated to include more colourways
and finish options.
The designs are backed up with a
delivery and installation service. All
fitters are trained and equipped to keep
themselves and customers safe, with
Covid-secure procedures a top priority.
Wiemann’s ranges can also be viewed
by appointment at the company’s
showrooms at Harlow, Essex and Long
Eaton, Derbyshire.
Visit: www.wiemannuk.co.uk

Summer Furniture Show, 15-16 June, Telford

Double delight

Above left: Miami Plus in graphite
with pebble grey glass doors
Above: Metz in champagne and
bianco oak

Kos in white

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Summer Furniture Show, 15-16 June, Telford
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Exciting times

The Therapeutics range

A merger will widen the product mix
2021 looks to be a very exciting year for
Protect-A-Bed. A recent merger with
Hollander Sleep, one of North America’s
leading manufacturers of high-quality
synthetic and natural-filled bedding
products, sees Protect-A-Bed go from
strength to strength.
‘The merger is an extremely exciting
time for us. Hollander has a very
impressive market dominance in North
America, due to the success of both its
licensed and non-licensed bedding
products. The ranges of pillows, toppers
and duvets provide a fantastic new
offering for our retail partners. When you
combine this with Protect-A-Bed’s ability
to build state-of-the-art displays, our
training, our Platinum Club rewards
programme and our ability for driving

in-store sales, it becomes very powerful,’
says Paul Lake, Protect-A-Bed national
sales manager.
Protect-A-Bed will next be exhibiting
at The Summer Furniture Show, where
you can learn more about future
product lines, TV display bays and its
rewards programme, the Protect-A-Bed
Platinum Club.
‘We know we are at the start of a very
exciting chapter and it’s exciting for our
retail partners too. We’ve upgraded all of
our packaging, which looks superb, plus
it’s more sustainable for the environment.
The launch of our Therapeutics mattress
protectors has been well received and
the Platinum Club is stronger than ever.
‘As a business we are constantly
looking to help drive sales for all of our

retail partners. Protect-A-Bed mattress
protectors offer a perfect opportunity to
increase the average order value and
grow sales. Plus, our partners can be
rewarded through the Protect-A-Bed
Platinum Club. Since launching the
Platinum Club, the results have been
excellent. Both existing and new partners
have joined and are benefiting from the
focused approach to growing sales.
‘2021 is the perfect time to join the
Platinum Club and invest in our cuttingedge Therapeutics range, which is
embedded with exciting wellness
materials such as copper, graphene and
charcoal. Let us upskill your team and
increase your revenue by maximising
every sales opportunity,’ says Lake.
Visit: www.protectabed.co.uk

Mattress protectors
can boost your sales

Protect-A-Bed POS
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LAUNCHING THE NEW THERAPEUTICS RANGE

VIST PROTECT-A-BED AT THIS YEARS SUMMER FURNITURE SHOW AND SEE THE
EXCITING LAUNCH OF THE ADVANCED THERAPEUTICS RANGE!
PLUS GAIN EXCLUSIVE PACKAGES TO DRIVE SALES...

Every Mattress Needs Protection·

Contact Protect-A-Bed ® to unlock your full sales potential.

sales@protectabed.co.uk | 02087310020

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Professional Sales Training & Motivational Programme
Best in Class Product Innovation and Cooling Technology
Genuine 15 Year Guarantee Programme
State of the Art Dynamic Display Bays
Award Winning Customer Service & Claims Resolution
Proven To Increase Profit
Next Day Service

Visit us at The Summer Furniture Show
- Hall 2 (15th & 16th June)

Manchester Furniture Show in Harrogate, 18-21 July

PREVIEW

New home

Above left: the show will take place
in Harrogate for 2021 Above: a return
to doing business in person

The Manchester Furniture Show is moving for 2021
The Manchester Furniture Show is
moving to Harrogate for 2021. The show
will take place at Harrogate Convention
Centre from 18-21 July alongside the
Home & Gift Buyers’ Festival.
‘In a move that will strengthen and
secure both shows, Manchester Furniture
Show will continue to be a destination
for serious business, with thousands of
buyers and key UK and international
exhibitors at every level of the market
already committed and planning their
trip to Harrogate. The line-up includes
plenty of returning favourites and new
names, including ALF, Venjakob, Alfrank,
Buoyant, GFA, Kettle, La-Z-Boy, Rauch,
3C – Das Sofa, IFD and more,’ says Zoë
Bonser, Clarion Events portfolio director.
‘The co-location in Harrogate gives
Manchester Furniture Show exhibitors

the opportunity to network and do
business not only with the usual 5,000
buyers, but with over 10,000 additional
Home & Gift buyers, while giving buyers
the opportunity to explore products
from more than 50 furniture exhibitors
and over 650 additional suppliers. There
are a lot of suppliers relevant to the
home and gift market, and furniture and
interiors, so both buyers and suppliers
will benefit from the co-location.’
Manchester Furniture Show in
Harrogate will have its own registration
process, entrances and exits, and halls,
but a crossover point will connect the
two events.
‘We are so excited to be able to run
Manchester Furniture Show in Harrogate
this year. After the past 18 months we
know that the industry is crying out for

a large-scale buying and selling
opportunity, and nothing beats doing
business in person. Manchester Furniture
Show is renowned for its social scene,
and Home & Gift is the social event of the
summer for the home and gift industry.
The co-located 2021 events are set to be
the long-awaited return to summer fun
and in-person buying and selling. Visitors
and exhibitors can look forward to
sundowners on Sunday, gin on the lawn,
a barbeque and cool food shacks, plus
it is Home & Gift’s 60th anniversary
celebrations. All VIPs are invited to the
VIP Indigo Lounge – a space for food,
refreshments and meetings,’ says Bonser.
Parking has been arranged at the
Great Yorkshire Showground, with a free
shuttle between the two locations.
Visit: www.manchesterfurnitureshow.com
Harrogate Convention Centre
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Tarkett will demonstrate its
Through Their Eyes dementia filter

Catch-up

CFJLIVE, 1 July, online

Through their eyes

The online event will get the industry together
The online flooring exhibition CFJLIVE
will take place on 1 July, broadcast live
from a main stage at FITA’s training
centre in Loughborough and from
exhibitors’ showrooms, offices and
factories around the world.
The event will bring together the
industry in real time: visitors will be able
to connect, share knowledge and discuss
issues with industry experts within live
meeting rooms, and via chat and
individual meeting requests.
The main stage will present live
demonstrations, while key events within
the exhibition rooms will include an
industry-first sustainability forum. Other
highlights will be live factory tours,
product launches and technical talks.
‘CFJLIVE heralds a new way of working
and keeping in touch with retailers,
contractors, distributors and specifiers –
a brilliant incentive after a challenging
year. We’re very excited to be taking part
and look forward to welcoming industry
colleagues old and new to our virtual
showroom in July,’ says David Papworth,
Junckers general manager.
The event will include a series of
industry firsts, including Tarkett’s ‘How to
design for dementia’ webinar. The
presentation will feature an introduction
and demonstration of Through Their
Eyes – a dementia filter and specification
tool that allows users to experience and
understand dementia-friendly design
through a virtual reality platform.
The forum will include an overview of
dementia and the challenges it poses –
physical, emotional and economical. It
will then explore design challenges,
inclusive design and will explain how

		

good design can transform the lives of
those living with dementia, as well as
carers and those living alongside.
‘After more than a year apart, CFJLIVE
will allow the industry to meet in a
Covid-19-safe and highly eco-friendly
environment. The format is flexible, to
suit schedules and time zones, and the
content is shaping up to be incredibly
exciting,’ says John Heath, Kick-Start
Publishing ceo.
CFJLIVE will air between 2pm and
7pm. On arrival, visitors will enter the
main stage and a list of session rooms,
enabling them to move around the
event. Within exhibitor session rooms,
mini-events will be hosted, including
live seminars from technical experts,
demonstrations and factory tours, with
audio, video and text feeds.
Exhibitors include 2tec2, Allbrite, Altro,

Amphenol Advanced Sensors, Ardex,
Atkinson & Kirby, BamcoFlor, Barham and
Sons, Boen, BONA, Bostik, Carpet &
Flooring, Carpet Recycling, Chalkstring,
Contract Flooring Association, CPG –
Tremco/Flowcrete, Esta Parket, F Ball,
Hanson Plywood, I4F, ikoustic, Impervia,
Insight Futures, Interface, Interfloor,
j2 Flooring, Jaymart, Junckers, LKAB,
Mapei, Marldon/Havwoods Accessories,
Maxzara, Measure Square, Microban,
Progress Profiles, Proknee, Protec
International, Provincial Floorcoverings,
QA, Quantum, RMG Polyvinyl India, R-Tek
Manufacturing, Rubio, SASGO, Shaw
Contract, Streetwise Subbie, Stroolmount,
Tarkett, Ter Hurne, The Solid Wood
Flooring Co, Tover UK, Ultrafloor Instarmac,
Unifloor, Weber, Welspun Flooring,
Werks Industries and Wilsons Underlays.
Visit: www.cfjliveexpo.co.uk

The online event will take place from 2pm-7pm on 1 July
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Bed Show, 21-22 September, Telford

PREVIEW

Back together

The show last took place in 2019

The bed industry will again unite
The showcase of all that’s great in beds
returns on 21-22 September as more
than 60 top industry names gather to
meet their key buyers and specifiers.
The Bed Show – which returns once
more at the Telford International Centre –
is seen as the biggest and best event in
the UK bed sector as the latest products
and innovations are revealed ready for
the autumn buying season. Exhibitors
include Breasley, Deluxe Beds, Foam Co,
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Highgrove Beds, Hypnos, Kaymed,
Relyon, Sealy, Shire Beds, Silentnight,
Sleepeezee and Vogue Beds.
Run by the National Bed Federation,
the member-only exhibitor event
means visitors can be certain that the
companies exhibiting all comply to a
stringent code of practice.
‘We really missed seeing everyone
coming together last September due
to the pandemic, so we can’t wait to
welcome all our exhibitors and visitors
to what we are confident will be a
fantastic show,’ says Jessica Alexander,
NBF executive director.
‘When we first launched the event
back in 2010, we felt there was a niche
in the trade show calendar for an event
that was devoted to beds at a time of
year favoured by the trade. To be
supported year-on-year by both visitors
and exhibitors shows we were right to
launch such an exhibition. 2021 is
already looking like a fantastic show,
offering visitors everything they need for
their bed business under one roof.’
‘Over the last decade, the Bed Show
has been a crucial part of our yearly
plans, as it brings the whole industry
together in one place and gives us the
opportunity to showcase our latest

products and innovations,’ says Ruairi
Giles, Harrison Spinks commercial director.
‘After missing out on the opportunity
to exhibit last year, we are particularly
looking forward to this year’s show and
being part of the most important event
in the UK bed market. Receiving the
Bed of the Year Award last year was very
rewarding, but it would have been even
more so had there been a Bed Show
to display the winning Velocity 8750.
We can’t wait to see everyone again
this September.’
With the exhibition’s return, the Gala
Dinner and the Bed Industry Awards will
also welcome visitors back.
New for this year’s show is the Supplier
Innovation Zone where NBF supplier
members including Apropa, CPS Group,
Enkev, Handy, Harrison Spinks, John
Cotton, Leggett & Platt, Maes and Vita
Group will be displaying their latest
component innovations.
‘We are delighted to exhibit at the
NBF Bed Show this September. We look
forward to showcasing our latest range
of high-quality components, which will
include the launch of a series of designprotected and patented products,’ says
Nick Harland-Smith, Handy md.
Visit: www.bedshow.co.uk

SERVICES

Investment

Phil Reynolds at SATRA’s Technology Centre

SATRA has developed a new membership package
SATRA Technology has launched a new
membership package for the furniture
and floorcoverings industries, along with
a range of new resources, tests and
certification services.
The new membership package
provides businesses with a range of
benefits such as testing discounts and
industry-specific publications, such as a
Quarterly Standards Update and SATRA’s
dedicated Restricted Substance List for
Furniture. Members gain access to
bespoke technical support and advice
through the technical team – led by Phil
Reynolds, divisional manager – helping
businesses to better understand current

legislation, influence new standards and
develop product specifications.
SATRA’s new online furniture and
floorcovering hub is a go-to repository
for any and all information pertinent
to the furniture and floorcoverings
industries, such as technical information
on standards and regulatory requirements,
as well as industry-focused features such
as polls. Any customer can access the
news section of the hub, but will require
membership for access to the technical
information.
The SATRA Technology Centre in
Kettering, Northamptonshire continues
to see investment in expanding its

SATRA has continued to invest in its technology centre

		

testing capacity in its furniture and
floorcoverings division, with the
purchase of a new chair measurement
device for assessing the dimensional
suitability of office work chairs. This
device creates capacity to test to the
latest test method standard: BS ISO
24496: 2021 – ‘Office furniture. Office
chairs. Methods for the determination
of dimensions’, and therefore the
requirements of BS EN 1335-1: 2020 –
‘Office furniture. Office work chair.
Part 1: Dimensions. Determination of
dimensions.’ This includes the forthcoming
amendment to this standard.
‘This is further evidence of our
commitment to ensuring we have the
most innovative, cutting-edge
equipment to meet the needs of our
clients,’ says Reynolds.
Following the UK’s exit from the EU,
the rules on how floorcoverings need to
be certified have changed. In the EU,
products will still need to be CE marked,
with testing carried out by an EU Notified
Body, whilst from 31 December products
placed in the UK market will need to be
UKCA marked, by a UK Approved Body.
SATRA Technology Centre is a UK Approved
Body for UKCA assessment of flooring,
and SATRA Technology Europe is an
Approved Body for CE assessment of
flooring and is actively working with
clients across Europe to ensure that they
meet both requirements.
Visit: www.furnishings.satra.com
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Smart e-commerce for furniture retailers

Omnichannel done right.
Fully integrated Website and EPOS.

UK Sales Director
NO
ONT
UPFR
S
COST

People are at the heart and centre
of what we do.
We are looking for a leader, with energy
and a big heart.
One that is passionate about taking this
interiors brand to new heights.
Interested?
Get in touch by emailing
our Executive Chairman.
chrisbrammall@alternativeflooring.co.uk

Stream product content, stock availability and product
information directly from your RetailSystem EPOS.
Orders are captured automatically. Meet customer web
expectations with a true unified solution. WebSystem.
TH E B E N E FITS

• Stylish, responsive,
customer-facing websites for
furniture and bed retailers
• Simple shop window or
fully-transactional platforms

• Full e-commerce capabilities
and real-time inventory data
• Designed and built by
industry experts

For more information visit www.retailsystem.com/uk/websystem.
Alternatively, call us on 0131 440 7607 or email us on info@retailsystem.com.

RECRUITMENT
If you are looking to recruit staff for your furniture or flooring
stores, looking for sales staff or reps for your manufacturing
outlet, then INTERIORS MONTHLY offers a great package!
Our online package is just £175. Your advert will appear in our
jobs section on the website until the position is filled or you
ask us to remove. Our weekly newsletter, which is mailed every
Thursday to 7000 industry professionals, also includes a list of
these latest jobs.
If you have both online and quarter page recruitment
advert in our magazine, the cost will only be £250!
Costs for larger recruitment adverts are available upon request.

Please contact Jarrod on
E: jbird@interiorsmonthly.co.uk
T: 01565 631 397
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Sustainable
recycled
underlay Say ‘no ’ to waste
Made from 98% recycled materials
whilst also being 100% recyclable.

renu® uses ethically sourced and genuinely
recycled materials; keeping waste from
landfill and being fully recyclable itself.
And, the really cool bit is, when your
underlay has reached the end of its life,
it can be collected and used to create new
rolls of renu®!

Discover More
www.interfloor.com/renu
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